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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Complexity in physical and biological systems originates from emergent behaviour which is different from the simple sum of individual behaviours \[[@pone.0209844.ref001]--[@pone.0209844.ref003]\]. Human society has multiple layers of complexity ranging from individual people, groups, and organizations to international relations and economics \[[@pone.0209844.ref004]--[@pone.0209844.ref007]\]. In many cases, such as complex patterns in the dynamics of pedestrian crowds \[[@pone.0209844.ref008]\], strategic actions among agents in complex organizations \[[@pone.0209844.ref009]\], and systemic risks in global financial systems \[[@pone.0209844.ref010]\], emergent behaviour arises from a myriad of interactions among a large number of agents. Along with various frameworks for modeling complex systems, the complex network has successfully provided theoretical backgrounds and practical methods to investigate real-world complexity with abstracting individual agents as nodes and their interactions as links \[[@pone.0209844.ref011]--[@pone.0209844.ref017]\]. Especially, complex network theory reveals the topological and dynamic patterns underlying complex systems irrespective of details and characteristics, which implies the universality in nature \[[@pone.0209844.ref018]--[@pone.0209844.ref020]\].

Modern human societies are based on fundamental principles reflected in laws \[[@pone.0209844.ref021], [@pone.0209844.ref022]\]. Laws regulate human behaviours and, occasionally, provoke behavioural changes. They also provide a fundamental framework for political and economic structures. Furthermore, as environments and societal norms change, laws are altered. For example, when new technology is introduced to a society, new rules are required to regulate activities associated with this technology. Therefore, the existence of feedback loop between laws and society would justify the point of view of considering legal systems as complex systems \[[@pone.0209844.ref023], [@pone.0209844.ref024]\]. Furthermore, the legal complexity arises from the intrinsic attributes of the environments within which laws are enacted. When laws are made, applied or interpreted, many kinds of actors are involved. For example, the national assembly, government, and various interest groups participate in law-making. Judges, lawyers, and jurists interpret those laws. In addition, the legal system has its own complex hierarchy. The Constitution holds a superior position in the legal hierarchy. Acts hold the next position. New Acts take precedence over old Acts. Some compulsory codes or regulations subsume other codes or regulations \[[@pone.0209844.ref025]--[@pone.0209844.ref027]\]. These external and internal characteristics increase the complexity of legal systems. Thus, a complex system approach would be strongly required to understand the complex nature of legal systems. However, there have been only a few pioneering studies \[[@pone.0209844.ref023]--[@pone.0209844.ref030]\] that have drawn limited attention by the complexity science field.

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to the analysis of legal systems via complex network theory. By considering the legal system as a complex network made up of different legal articles, we investigate the longstanding issue of the relationship between laws and society \[[@pone.0209844.ref021]\]. The autonomy of law has been a fundamental social question since the famous 19th-century debates \[[@pone.0209844.ref031]\]. Some scholars insisted that the law enjoys autonomy from economic and social surroundings \[[@pone.0209844.ref032]\]. However, others underlined the dependence of the law on society \[[@pone.0209844.ref021]\]. To apply the complex network approach to our research question, however, two preceding conditions should be met: (1) The components of legal systems have been unchanged for a long time, but (2) the social circumstances around them have changed considerably. Under these conditions, if the legal network structure has remained the same, even though the surrounding society has changed, the autonomy of the law would be supported. On the other hand, if distinctive structural properties appear in different periods, the law would seem to be dependent on society. Based on this background, the Constitution of the Republic of Korea would be a relevant material by which we can study the autonomy of the law as the following aspects: (1) the Constitution has not changed during the last 30 years after it was enforced in 1988 \[[@pone.0209844.ref033]\] (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). (2) Korean society has experienced dramatic political, economic, and cultural changes during the last 30 years. In politics, an authoritarian military regime turned into a free democratic one (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). Economically, Korea moved from a middle-income country to a developed one. In terms of culture, deeply rooted Confucianism has faded away and a more diversified, westernized culture has become dominant.

First, we collected all historical data regarding decisions made by the Constitutional Court of Korea for the 27 years from 15th January 1989 to 24th November 2016 \[[@pone.0209844.ref034]\]. Among these decisions, we selected 1057 cases that the Court deemed unconstitutional since only those cases contain citations of Constitution articles. From these data, we extracted a bipartite network \[[@pone.0209844.ref035]--[@pone.0209844.ref037]\] among decisions and articles, and then constructed the Constitutional Legal Network (CLN) by the projection to the articles. The CLN constists of 132 Constitution articles as nodes and co-cited relations among the articles as links (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). The weight of each link indicates the number of co-cited decisions between two articles, so the CLN could be modeled as a complex weighted network \[[@pone.0209844.ref038]--[@pone.0209844.ref040]\]. We visualized the CLN using a backbone extraction algorithm for weighted networks \[[@pone.0209844.ref041]\] ([Fig 1](#pone.0209844.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the algorithm was only used for better visualization due to the high link density of the CLN, while all the other network analysis in this study was performed on the whole network.

![The backbone of the Constitutional legal network (CLN).\
Each node indicates a Constitutional article, and links are the co-cited relations regarding same decisions. Node sizes are scaled according to strength ([Eq 7](#pone.0209844.e012){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the thickness of each link denotes the number of shared citations between two articles. All articles (nodes) are included in one of 12 categories of the Constitution. Thus, we present the information as colors of different nodes. Since the original CLN is too dense for direct presentation, we use the backbone extraction algorithm \[[@pone.0209844.ref041]\] for better visualization. One could find the central core articles in the CLN such as "Equal rights", "Dignity and pursuit of happiness" and "Protection of freedom and rights."](pone.0209844.g001){#pone.0209844.g001}

Through network visualization, we identified some nontrivial topological properties of the CLN ([Fig 1](#pone.0209844.g001){ref-type="fig"}), as follows: (i) During the Court's decision, articles were not selected at random; however, only a few articles, such as "Equal rights", "Dignity and pursuit of happiness", and "Protection of freedom and rights" were frequently cited ([Fig 1](#pone.0209844.g001){ref-type="fig"}). This implies the existence of hubs, as found in many real-world complex networks \[[@pone.0209844.ref012], [@pone.0209844.ref016], [@pone.0209844.ref042]\], which would play a central role in the legal system. (ii) Moreover, the hub nodes seem more likely to be connected to each other rather than to other periphery nodes. This property implies the existence of a core structure originating from the rich-club effect \[[@pone.0209844.ref043], [@pone.0209844.ref044]\]. In our next analysis, we focus on verifying the existence of core structures in the CLN and confirming the influence of changes in social circumstances on the structural properties of the network.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Network randomization {#sec003}
---------------------

In this study we introduce two types of the null model to verify the statistical significance of the main results from the original network. For the type I null model, we consider the totally random selection of articles in the process of making every decision. This randomization can be conceptualized as a random rewiring of the bipartitie relations \[[@pone.0209844.ref037]\] between articles and decisions, while only preserving the number of articles in each decision.

The type II null model is constructed by the successive rewiring of two links, preserving the strength of each article. This method preserves the strength sequence of the network (so that the distribution does not change); only the connection patterns change \[[@pone.0209844.ref045]\]. The specific process is as follows: (i) We randomly choose two different links *l*~*AB*~ and *l*~*CD*~, where *l*~*ij*~ denotes the link connecting nodes *i* and *j*. (ii) The weight of links *w*~*AB*~ and *w*~*CD*~ are decreased by *w*~*m*~, where *w*~*m*~ is the minimum link weight of the original network. If *w*~*AB*~ (or *w*~*CD*~) is the same as *w*~*m*~, then link *l*~*AB*~ (or *l*~*CD*~) would be removed. (iii) We then increase linkweights *w*~*AD*~ and *w*~*BC*~ by *w*~*m*~. If no links exist between nodes *A* and *D*, then a new link is created by this process. (iv) We continue this process until the number of successive rewirings exceeds the given number. This type of randomization can correspond to the link exchanges in unweighted networks \[[@pone.0209844.ref046], [@pone.0209844.ref047]\].

z-score observation {#sec004}
-------------------

The z-score of each category (*z*~*c*~), which shows the statistical significance of the observed data, is calculated as $$\begin{array}{r}
{z_{c} = \frac{\left\langle S_{\text{data},c} \right\rangle - \left\langle S_{\text{random},c} \right\rangle}{\sigma_{\text{random},c}}.} \\
\end{array}$$ where 〈*S*~data,c~〉 is the average value of the strength in category *c* observed from real data and 〈*S*~random,c~〉 and *σ*~random,c~ are obtained from randomized samples of the type I null model.

Rich-club coefficient {#sec005}
---------------------

The rich-club coefficient of the weighted network is defined by the following equation: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\phi_{w}\left( s \right) = \frac{2E_{> s}}{n_{> s}\left( n_{> s} - 1 \right)}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *E*~\>*s*~ is the number of links that have higher strength than the value of *s* and *n*~\>*s*~ is the number of nodes, the strength of which is larger than *s* \[[@pone.0209844.ref045]\]. The normalized rich-club coefficient is obtained by $$\begin{array}{r}
{\rho_{w}\left( s \right) = \frac{\phi_{w}\left( s \right)}{\phi_{w}^{random}\left( s \right)}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *ϕ*~*w*~(*s*) denotes the weighted rich-club coefficient of the original network and $\phi_{w}^{random}\left( s \right)$ is its randomized counterpart obtained in the type II null model.

s-core decomposition {#sec006}
--------------------

To identify core nodes in the CLN, we use a generalized *k*-core analysis to weighted networks \[[@pone.0209844.ref048]\]. The *s*~*n*~-core can be obtained through the iteration of removeing nodes as follows: (i) Choose all nodes with strengths *s*~*i*~ ≤ *s*~*n*−1~ and remove them. (ii) Recalculate the strengths of nodes as a result of the removal. (iii) Repeat i)-ii) until there remain no more nodes with strengths *s*~*i*~ ≤ *s*~*n*−1~ in the network. Note that the *s*-core corresponds to the *k*-core analysis when we consider all link weights identical \[[@pone.0209844.ref048]\].

Prevalence measure of nodes and links {#sec007}
-------------------------------------

The prevalence of nodes can be defined by $$\begin{array}{r}
{P_{i}^{r} = n_{i}^{r}/N_{c}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $n_{i}^{r}$ is the number of citations of article *i* in regime *r*, and *N*~*c*~ is the total number of citations of articles in the regime \[[@pone.0209844.ref037]\]. Then the value of, $$\begin{array}{r}
{p_{i}^{r} = P_{i}^{r} - \left\langle P_{i}^{r^{\prime}} \right\rangle_{r \neq r^{\prime}}} \\
\end{array}$$ represents authenticity, which shows the differences between the prevalence in regime *r* and the average prevalence in other regimes. The prevalence of links can be similarly defined by $P_{ij}^{r} = n_{ij}^{r}/N_{c}$ and the relative prevalence measure of the link $p_{ij}^{r} = P_{ij}^{r} - \left\langle P_{ij}^{r^{\prime}} \right\rangle_{r \neq r^{\prime}}$.

Network structure comparison {#sec008}
----------------------------

The CLN of each regime can be considered as a series of network layers. Inspired by the recent development of multiplex network analysis \[[@pone.0209844.ref049]--[@pone.0209844.ref051]\], we measure the network similarity based on the correlation coefficient, $$\begin{array}{r}
{\rho_{AB} = \frac{\sum_{l = 1}^{L_{max}}\left( w_{A,l} - {\overline{w}}_{A} \right)\left( w_{B,l} - {\overline{w}}_{B} \right)}{\sqrt{\sum_{l = 1}^{L_{max}}\left( w_{A,l} - {\overline{w}}_{A} \right)^{2}}\sqrt{\sum_{l = 1}^{L_{max}}\left( w_{B,l} - {\overline{w}}_{B} \right)^{2}}}} \\
\end{array}$$ for all possible pairs of link weights (*L*~*max*~). *w*~*A*(*B*),*l*~ corresponds to the link weight of *l*-th element in regime A(B)'s CLN and ${\overline{w}}_{A(B)}$ denotes the average link weight of regime A(B) respectively.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Legal networks are highly heterogeneous {#sec010}
---------------------------------------

Since we modeled the CLN a complex weighted network, the weighted adjacency matrix *W*~CLN~ can be defined for the mathematical framework. For the main centrality measure, the weighted degree (also referred to as "strength") is relevant since all links contain information not just about the existence of relations (in standard adjacency matrices) but also of their weights. The strength of a node *i* is defined as $$\begin{array}{r}
{s_{i} = \sum\limits_{j}w_{ij}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *w*~*ij*~ denotes a link weight between nodes *i* and *j*. We observe the strengths of all nodes, then obtain the cumulative strength distribution *P*~*c*~(*s*) of the CLN ([Fig 2A](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with the null model (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for more details), the distribution of the CLN is highly skewed, which implies the existence of a number of highly-cited hub articles along with several periphery nodes of low strengths ([Fig 2A](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the distribution, the scaling relation between the nodes' degrees (*k*) and strengths (*s*) $$\begin{array}{r}
{s \sim k^{\beta}} \\
\end{array}$$ also reveals the topological properties of a weighted network \[[@pone.0209844.ref039]\]. Interestingly, the CLN shows nonlinear scaling relations, where the exponent *β* = 1.5 (*β* ∼ 1.569 ± 0.019 with asymptotic standard error of 1.23%) ([Fig 2B](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This is a property also found in many real-world complex weighted networks like the world-wide air transport network. Clearly, there is a tendency toward concentrating more weighted links to higher-degree articles \[[@pone.0209844.ref039]\].

![Topological properties of the CLN.\
(A) The cumulative strength distribution *P*~*c*~(*s*) of the CLN (solid red) compared with the null model counterparts (dotted line). (B) The scaling relation between degrees (*k*) and strengths (*s*) for each node (red dots) compared with the null model (gray stars). The dashed (slope of 1.5) and dotted (slope of 1.0) lines are presented as guides. All data is binned for each degree *k*. (C) A box plot of strengths of articles in each category in the CLN. Significant outliers of high strength ("Equal rights", "Protection of freedom and rights", and "Dignity and pursuit of happiness") are identified as texts. (D) The z-score observation of strengths for each category with 10^4^ samples of null model type I (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). (E) The chord diagram, which presents the net flow between categories of the CLN. (F) The weighted rich-club coefficient *ϕ*~*w*~(*s*) of the CLN and (inset) the normalized one *ρ*~*w*~(*s*) with 10^4^ samples of null model type II (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}).](pone.0209844.g002){#pone.0209844.g002}

Observing the statistical descriptions of different categories, we found that the strengths of the "Rights and Duties of Citizens" (mean strength = 106.6) and the "Preface" \[[@pone.0209844.ref052]\] (mean strength = 103.0) were much larger ([Fig 2C](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"})) than the other 10 categories (mean strength = 11.574). Especially, the three articles, "Equal rights", "Protection of freedom and rights", and "Dignity and pursuit of happiness", are identified as significant outliers with high strength *s* \> 400. The dominant position of these two categories is also verified by the z-score calculation ([Fig 2D](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}) with samples of the null model (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for more details). Both categories, "Rights and Duties of Citizens" and "Preface" show a large z-score (*z* \> 11.0) so that the average value of the strength of those categories are statistically significant compared with random samples from the null model. Moreover, the shared link weights among the "Rights and Duties of Citizens" articles occupy about 55% of all weights ([Fig 2E](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}), which implies a high tendency for high-strength articles to be connected to each other. This property can be quantified by the rich-club coefficient \[[@pone.0209844.ref044], [@pone.0209844.ref045], [@pone.0209844.ref053]\]. We found a continuously increasing pattern of the coefficient *ρ*^*w*^(*s*) as the strength increases ([Fig 2F](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Since the increasing pattern was also found in uncorrelated networks, we normalized the measure, producing a randomized version of the CLN by rewiring the edges (null model type II; see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for more details). The normalized rich-club coefficient shows a high correlation between medium and rich hubs ([Fig 2F](#pone.0209844.g002){ref-type="fig"}, inset), as found in various weighted network structures such as financial and world-trade networks \[[@pone.0209844.ref045], [@pone.0209844.ref054], [@pone.0209844.ref055]\]. This result shows a high tendency toward connections among middle- and high-strength articles as well as a high density of link weights among core articles.

Common core structure exists in different regimes {#sec011}
-------------------------------------------------

From the previous analysis, we identified the following nontrivial topological properties of the CLN: (1) the existence of core articles (categories) and (2) a rich-club structure which consists of core articles. Our next step is to investigate the question of whether similar structural characteristics would be found in all different time domains. Since the latest version of the Constitution was revised in the year 1987, there have been six different presidential regimes in South Korea (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). Therefore, we constructed separate CLN for all 6 regimes ($W_{CLN}^{r},r \in \left\{ 1,2,\ldots,6 \right\}$) and compared the structural properties of each network.

Most importantly, the ratio of linkweights of the category "Rights and Duties of Citizens" to total strengths exceeds 80% for all regimes ([Fig 3A](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, over 40% of strengths concentrate on the intra-relations within the category. Thus, the dominance of the main category has been maintained despite changes in society. The z-score observation of the mean values for strength according to each category for different regimes verifies the dominant position of "Rights and Duties of Citizens" except for the exceptionally high number of citations of the "Preface" in regime 1 ([Fig 3B](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The special position of the "Preface" in regime 1 can be accepted since the article contains the core values and principles of the Constitution. Therefore, the Courts in the first regime were more likely to cite the article, as the Constitution was in the early stages at that time. The similar patterns among rich-club coefficients (high correlations among medium- and high-strength articles) for all regimes provided another indication of the common structural properties evident in different social circumstances ([Fig 3C](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Analysis of the CLN for 6 different regimes and the core structure.\
(A) Shared link weights of the "Rights and Duties of Citizens" category for 6 regimes. The solid red area denotes the ratio of intra-relations within the category and the checked area is inter-relations with the "Right and Duties of Citizens" and the other categories. (B) Z-score observation, and (C) the normalized rich-club coefficient show a similar statistical pattern for all regimes. (D) The identified core structure of all regimes. Shaded areas denote the results of the *s*-core decomposition for different regimes.](pone.0209844.g003){#pone.0209844.g003}

In [Fig 3D](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we show the fundamental legal structure of each regime ([Fig 3D](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}) using the *s*-core decomponsition method (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). For all regimes, the article "Equal rights" takes a central position and is strongly connected to the "Protection of freedom and rights", "Dignity and pursuit of happiness", and "Right to be tried" articles that outline the fundamental principles underlying modern democratic society; thus, finding them in the core structure in the CLN of all regimes would support the law's autonomy to some extent.

Different regimes show their own identity {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------

Despite the common core structure in the 6 different regimes, their network structures differ. In the s-core decomposition method \[[@pone.0209844.ref048]\], which was used to identify the core structure for weighted networks, two to three regimes are clustered according to their own core structures ([Fig 3D](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, regimes 2 and 3 shared a strong connection between the articles "Right to be tried" and "Equal rights", whereas regimes 5 and 6 shared the articles "Equal rights" and "Dignity and pursuit of happiness" ([Fig 3D](#pone.0209844.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the relative comparison among different regimes would reveal the characteristic structure of each regime.

To perform the relative comparison among different regimes, we measured the relative prevalence, $p_{i}^{r}$ of each article *i* in a regime *r* to quantify how frequently article *i* was cited in a given regime *r* relative to all other regimes (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} for more details). A high prevalence of an article in a regime means that the article was more predominant than in any other regimes. We present the result of the measurement of different regimes using a scaled group of texts (known as "word clouds") for visualization ([Fig 4](#pone.0209844.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The larger text represents the more prevalent articles and characteristic identity of the regime. For instance, in regime 1, the articles "Preface", "Political parties", and "Unification" have prevalence scores that are from 2 to 10 times larger such that those articles prevail. This can be interpreted as follows: those articles were related to movements of the reorganized government and political parties during that time period ([Fig 4A](#pone.0209844.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In regime 4, the high prevalence of "Education" and "Family, mother and health" articles reveals the progressive tendency of the regime ([Fig 4D](#pone.0209844.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The common dominant position of the article "Right to be tried" in regimes 2 and 3 and the article "dignity and pursuit of happiness" in regimes 5 and 6 reveals the similar characteristics of these two governments ([Fig 4B, 4C, 4E and 4F](#pone.0209844.g004){ref-type="fig"}). More detailed numerical analysis results are presented in the Supplementary Information ([S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, section 8).

![Representative articles for each regime with visualized text groups.\
Font sizes are scaled according to their nodes' prevalence measures in the given regime, and the text position is adjusted by the algorithm to produce word clouds. The text is colored according to the categories in which it is included. One would find the keywords representing each regime's identity.](pone.0209844.g004){#pone.0209844.g004}

Along with each article's prevalence, we also measured the relative link prevalence $p_{ij}^{r}$ of each link connecting articles *i* and *j* in a given regime *r* (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). Likewise, in the case of node prevalance, each regime has its own distinctive connections between articles. In [Fig 5A](#pone.0209844.g005){ref-type="fig"}, we display the prevalence structure of two adjacent regimes 4 and 5 which shows drastic change. The high prevalence of connections among "Education", "Equal rights", "Protection of freedom and rights", and "Right to be tried" in regime 4 radically changed to a dominant connection among "Equal rights", "Dignity and pursuit of happiness" and "Protection of freedom and rights" in regime 5. Especially, the prevalence of the link between "Equal rights" and "Dignity and pursuit of happiness" increased from −0.082 in regime 4 to 0.267 in regime 5 which indicates that the strong relation between these two articles in regime 5. The noticeable difference between two adjacent regimes implies that the CLN would strongly reflect the govenment and society's characteristics. In reality, in the time between regimes 4 and 5, there was a change in political party from progressive to conservative in South Korea (see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0209844.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). Additionally, we utilized the network structure comparison method based on the correlation coefficient measure for all pairs of link weights among regimes (see [Materials and methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). [Fig 5B](#pone.0209844.g005){ref-type="fig"} reveals noticeable clustering, especially in regimes 5 and 6 (*ρ* = 0.923). Those two regimes were governed by the same political party and widely considered as sharing many points of philosophy in the government.

![The distinctive properties of each regime.\
(A) The core structure of each regime's network identified by link prevalence. Here we present two adjacent regimes (regimes 4 and 5) with markedly different structures within their networks. This indicates that the CLN of each regime would be influenced by the social circumstnaces and identity of the regime. (B) The correlation matrix among the 6 different regimes is depicted by a heat map. We found that some adjacent regimes formed strong clusters, especially regimes 5 and 6, which originiated from the same political parties and share similar government principles. (C) The flow of rank-ordering according to changes in regime from 1 to 6. Each rank is based on each article's strength in the given regime. We found that the top-rank articles were maintained, but there was a large amount of fluctuation in the middle-ranking articles.](pone.0209844.g005){#pone.0209844.g005}

Finally, a change in rank-ordering of articles allows us to summarize the main findings of this study ([Fig 5C](#pone.0209844.g005){ref-type="fig"}). On one hand, in the case of core articles, such as "Equal rights" (1-1-1-1-1-2 rank change) and "Protection of freedom and rights" (2-2-3-2-3-3 rank change), their dominant position was maintained for all regimes. On the other hand, the abrupt ranking changes such as the case of "Dignity and pursuit of happiness" (from rank 9 in regime 2 to 1 in regime 6) and "Right to be tried" (from rank 2 in regime 3 to rank 15 in regime 6) reflect the change of societal interests. Furthermore, high fluctuation and active changing of rank-ordering of many medium articles reveal the characteristic identity of each regime, quantified as prevalence and network correlation in the previous analysis ([Fig 5C](#pone.0209844.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

In this paper, we examined interdependent relationships between law and society, comprehensively applying complex network theory. Building a weighted network consisting of Constitution articles as nodes and their co-cited relations as links, we identified hub articles and a core structure distinguishable from random networks. Hub articles like "Equal rights" and "Protection of freedom and rights" took noticeably cental positions and connected strongly to each other in all different regimes despite differences in social circumstances. The identification of these articles constituting the core structure reveals the time-invariant aspect of the legal system as embodying the fundamental principles of society. In a relative structural comparison among networks of different regimes, however, we also identified the characteristic articles and legal network structure of each regime, providing information about the particular social circumstances in each period. During regime 1, the article "Preface" was found to be predominant. The article states the procedures, core values, and principles of the Constitution and describes the purpose of amendments to it. Right after its enactment in 1988, people needed to understand the core values and principles of the newly amended Constitution; this explains why the "Preface" is more frequently cited in regime 1. The appearance of other prevalent articles such as "Types of taxes" and "Duty to pay taxes" in regime 2 is no doubt related to the financial crisis and budge deficits experienced in South Korea in 1997--1998. In 2016, the Korean President was impeached and suspended. One reason for this impeachment was oppression of freedom of speech. Indeed, from our network analysis of the regime at the time, "Freedom of speech, press and assembly" and "protection of freedom and rights" articles were found to be prevalent.

In modern society, the legal system and its laws form the fundamental structure of society. At the same time, changes in laws reflect the various opinions of citizens. Interdependent relations between laws and society requires complexity science for a full understanding of both the legal system and its relation to society. Our approach of applying complex network theory and conducting an empirical analysis provides a better understanding of the system and the practical applications of legal activities. The structural properties of legal networks would help us quantify political or social changes. For example, in [Fig 5B](#pone.0209844.g005){ref-type="fig"}, clustering among different networks represents a quantitative explanation of how one regime is similar to others in the political or social sense. Additionally, a legal network can provide an interpretation or amendment guideline to jurists. Especially when amending certain articles or laws, the overall picture of how close or detached they are from each other would be helpful since the amendment of one article should be accompanied by the consideration of other, highly linked articles. More importantly, our analysis result can provide future guidelines for the amendment of the constitutional system. According to our research, the rank order of some articles (i.e. Dignity and pursuit of happiness or Freedom of occupation) are getting higher while other articles getting lower. This implies that some articles are gaining greater importance in Korean society. When the Constitution is amended, the portion of important articles (i.e. Dignity and pursuit of happiness or Freedom of occupation) should be enlarged and the less important ones be reduced. Moreover, the comprehensive understanding of legal activities and network structures provided in this study may help to elucidate the inherent or systematic problems within society and the support efforts towards designing a better system and improving laws.

Lastly, we discuss the limitations of our analysis and make suggestions for possible future studies. Although we argue that the Constitution of the Republic of Korea is a good example for our research purposes, it is necessary to do a comparative analysis with other countries. Complex network analysis on continental constitutional law such as Germany or Anglo-American constitutional law like the US may have common or different properties with our analysis. These overall comparisons of different systems are expected to provide more profound implications and shed more light on the general principles of legal complexity. On the other hand, research on other forms of legal documents or laws may possibly show the relationship between the legal system and social change. For instance, research on internet related legal documents may capture a better picture of a fast-paced society. Furthermore, the specific mechanism of how legal networks evolve according to social changes remains to be explored. We simply investigated and observed the interrelation between laws and society in a real-world complex system. The general approach of modeling the complex legal system combined with a more profound argument in the sense of jurisprudence would expand our understanding of legal complexity and how it works in our society.

Supporting information {#sec014}
======================

###### Description of the Constitutional legal network.

Detailed description of the Constitutional legal network and additional results (PDF). **Fig A**, **The schematic diagram of the Construction of the CLN**. (A) The schematic diagram of the constitutional decision process. From all decisions, we construct the bipartite relations among articles and decisions (B) and generate a projection to the articles to obtain the Constitutional Legal Networks (C) (PDF). **Fig B**, **The full Constitutional legal network**. The full Constitutional legal network. The size of the nodes is adjusted by their degrees and all the links are presented here. Nodes and links are colored according to the categories in which it is included (PDF). **Fig C**, **Cumulative strength distribution**. The cumulative strength distribution (solid line) of the CLN of regime 1 (A) to 6 (F), respectively. The null model counterparts (dotted line) are presented for the comparison (PDF). **Fig D**, **Scaling relation between degrees and strengths**. The scaling relation between degrees and strengths for each node (red dots) compared with the null model (gray stars) of the CLN of regime 1 (A) to 6 (F), respectively. The dashed (slope of 1.5) and dotted (slope of 1.0) lines are presented as guides. All data is binned for each degree *k* (PDF). **Fig E**, **Box plots of strengths of each category**. Box plots of strengths of articles in each category in regime 1 (A) to 6 (F), respectively (PDF). **Fig F**, **Share of link weights between categories**. Share of link weights between categories for the CLN of regime 1 (A) to 6 (F), respectively. Color bars are logarithmically scaled for better visualization (PDF). **Fig G**, **Scatter plots of nodes' prevalence**. Scatter plots of nodes' prevalences for each regime. Top 3 articles of high prevalence in each regime are also presented as texts (PDF). **Fig H**, **Core structure of each regime's CLN**. The core structure of each regime's network identified by link prevalence. Nodes and links are colored according to the categories in which it is included (PDF). **Fig I**, **Evolution of the giant component**. Evolution of the giant component as the event time progresses. After the increase of the giant component saturated for a while, it grows fast again when regime 4 starts. In regime 4, several articles like "Education" and "Family, mother and health", which were not paid attention to other regimes, entered the spotlight (PDF). **Fig J**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of the category**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of each category (PDF). **Fig K**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 1 to 24**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 1 to 24 (PDF). **Fig L**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 25 to 48**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 25 to 48 (PDF). **Fig M**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 49 to 72**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 49 to 72 (PDF). **Fig N**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 73 to 96**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 73 to 96 (PDF). **Fig O**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 97 to 120**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 97 to 120 (PDF). **Fig P**, **Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 121 to 132**. Evolution of the sum of strengths of articles 121 to 132.
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